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About the project
The EERAdata project will develop and test a decision-support tool to help local administrations in the collection and processing of their building and demographic data towards an
assessment and prioritisation of Energy Efficiency measures in planning, renovating and
constructing buildings.
While EU policy assigns a primary role to Energy Efficiency (EE), the lack of a holistic
understanding of the impact of EE investments has hindered its integration in the policy-making process. Coordination between demand and supply side of energy policy is not
targeted, and there is need to gather the evidence on the benefits of EE in ecological and
socio-economic terms as well as on its interactions with the broader policy context and
energy market.
Project’s goals
The project aim to develop:
•
•
•

Guidelines and roadmaps for the advancement of the clean energy transition
Joint thematic studies and analyses reports on territorial needs and decarbonisation
pathways
A fully developed and tested decision-support tool to help local administrations in the
collection and processing of their building and demographic data towards an assessment and prioritization of EE measures in planning, renovating and constructing buildings
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1. Abstract
Deliverable 2.5 gives an overview over the technical frameworks which were designed to create
the EERAdata Decision Support Tool (DST). The established models, input, and output parameters per module as well as databases have been structured and visualised via network graphs.
It was tried to avoid descriptions and focus on an illustrative, technical scheme approach. Where
needed, information and references to other deliverables have been included.
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1. Introduction
The following chapters and illustrations give an overview over the methodologies, databases and
input- and output parameters which are connecting all modules of the EERAdata Decision Support
Tool (DST). Multiple technical drawings and schemes will zoom into different aspects and provide a
deeper understanding of the context of the different elements of the software solution. The technical frameworks of the following topics will be depicted as flow charts and schemes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall tool structure
User flow
Database structure
Energy consumption module
Life Cycle Assessment module
Indoor climate module
Socio-economic module
Supply side module
Results and visualisation
Interface structure
Tool architecture

Starting with the general overview, which explains the interconnection of all different modules of
the EERAdata DST, a user flow is illustrated which shows the different interaction possiilities of the
user with the tool.
The following chapters wil, based on the user flow structure,l zoom into each assessment module
and their elements and depict the data streams from and to the modules, as well as sketch the
basic calculation principles within. A excursion into the reporting frameworks and tool architecture
rounds up this report
The deliverable is designed as a poster collection. The format is therefore designed as A3 and A4,
to enable the depiction of complex flow charts and graphs in a readable way. The Posters will also
be used as printed version at the physical training events.
Technical details and background information on algorithms and the functioning of each assessment module are to find in deliverables D3.3 adnt he upcomong D3.4, D3.5. Details on the databases are to find in the deliverables D4.1, D4.2, D4.3, D4.4. Further information on the tool architecture and code is explained in deliverables D5.1, D5.2., D5.3 and D5.4.
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3. Overview over the EERAData DST

The EERAdata DST contains of three main elements: the user, which is the municipality or region as data source and operator, who provides information and receives information from the tool. The core of the solution
is the EERAdata DST in which the input data, like the buildings that should be assessed will be processed. This process consists of three elements, the planning/ design phase in which the user integrated the building data
for the selected buildings and applies energy efficiency or supply side measures on them, the assessment phase in which all the impact of the building renovation on the building will be calculated in different
categories, and the reporting phase, in which the results get presented. Another data source for all the default and background data which is needed for the calculation modules, are the EERAdata databases which provide
data on over 250 parameters.

MUNICIPALITY
PLANNING / DESIGN

=

REQUIREMENTS
POLICIES

IMPORT

ASSESSED
BUILDING #2

BUDGET
STATISTICAL
DATA

BUILDING
STOCK

Processing

STATUS QUO

LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT

+

BUILDING
DATA

RENOVATION
MEASURES

RENOVATION
PACKAGE #1

Processing

RENOVATION
PACKAGE #2

Processing

ASSESSED
BUILDING #3

+

GIS
SYSTEM

-Environmental impact
-Embedded energy
-CO2 emissions
-LCA of building technology

ASSESSED
BUILDING #1
GOALS

REPORTING

ASSESSMENT / CALCULATIONS

SUPPLY SIDE
MEASURES

SUPPLY SIDE
ALTERNATIVE #1

SUPPLY SIDE
ALTERNATIVE #2

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ASSESSMENT

ENERGY DEMAND
CALCULATION

-Quantiﬁcation and monetisation of
wider beneﬁts
-Bayesian network approach
-Knowledge based
-Rankings and factors

- Static modelling
- Building speciﬁc
- Energy consumption
- Energy demand
- Energy sources

SUPPLY SIDE
ASSESSMENT

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
BENEFITS

RESULTS

INDOOR CLIMATE
ASSESSMENT

Processing

Processing

EE beneﬁts
SS beneﬁts

SUPPLY SIDE
BENEFITS

RESULTS

-Productivity eﬀects
-Well-being
-Health eﬀects
-Monetisation of indoor climate eﬀects

EXCEL
TABLES

VISUALISATION

RESULTS

-Simpliﬁed supply-side model
-Counterpart
-Energy-eﬃciency vs. Supply side

BAR
CHARTS

IMPORT
EERAdata Databases
EERAdata DST required datasets

Minimum requirements
e.g. building area, location, building age

Municipal datasets

Real data

Desired data
e.g. building technology, energ
consumption etc.
Real data

1

Detailed data for socio-economic assessment, LCA data, Indoor
climate, detailed window size, energy sources, occupant data etc.

2

Real data

1

2

3

4

1. Regional default data
EERAdata Default databases

2. National default data
3. EU default data
4. International or Scientiﬁc or modelled default data

EXPORT / ADJUSTMENT / UPDATE / IMPORT functionality for expert user
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4. User flows

The user flow scheme shows the different levels of interaction that users from municipal or regional authorities have in the EERAdata Decision Support Tool. Starting with providing data and selecting buildings, to choosing
appropriate renovation measures and desired assessment criteria. User can also choose the categories and information they want to include into the output reports after all assessments were performed. A special layer
was designed for expert users, which are able to adjust and update all underlying parameters, default data or the values for specific energy efficiency measures and can then input it into the DST.

1. Data collection and preparation
Collection of municipal
data via EERAdata
Templates
- Building data
- Building technology
- Resource and
environmental data
- Demographics
- Economic data
- Location speciﬁc data
- Occupant data

Data collection via templates
Default data from EERAdata Databases
Logic scheme 3

2. Create Project / Selection of Building
Selection of building for
assessment
- Create project with related
buildings
Correction of building data
for that particular building
- Add multiple buildings
- Review data in tool
- If data is not available, tool
will ﬁll data gaps with
default data
- Review default values and
adjust if necessary

Adding default data from EERAdata
database
Building list in project
Logic scheme 3, 6

3. Selection of renovation measures

4. Selection of assessment topics

5. Selection of reporting topics

Selection of energy
eﬃciency or supply side
measures

Selection assessment
topics from possible
calculation modules

Selection of results which
are processed for
reporting

- Select either energy
eﬃciency package or single
measures from EERAdata
measure catalogue
- Adjust values if necessary
- Apply measures to
buildings
- Create multiple renovation
packages, sorted in options
- Supply side measures
serve as alternative

- Select from :
Energy demand Assessment
Life Cycle Assessment
Indoor climate Assessment
Socio-economic Assessment
Supply side Assessment
- All modules can be
selected and applied to all
selected buildings in project
- Supply side can only be
selected if supply side
measures have been
chosen

- Each assessment module
has several outputs
- The user can select these
outputs and combine for
reporting
- Results can only be
selected for one project
with all selected buildings
within

6. Export reports, analyse results

7. Update parameters and database

Selection of types of
reports, combining results

As expert user: update all
data within the EERAdata
Default Databases and
Assessment modules

- Select type of visualisation:
Georeferenced data
Bar charts
Numbers
Excel sheet
- Combine results for export

- Change and update all
values in the EERAdata
Databases
- Change all implicit
variables in the assessment
modules
- Has to be done once a
year to update regulations
and weather data

Energy eﬃciency catalogue
Supply side measure catalogue

Assessment modules

Assessment modules
DST Interface

Reporting function
Visualisation of results

EERAdata Default Database
Parameters of Assessment modules

Logic scheme 4,4, 3
Deliverable 4.1

Logic scheme 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4,5

Logic scheme 4, 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4,4,5, 6

Logic scheme 5

Logic scheme 3, 4
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5. Databases and Data Management

The EERAdata Decision Support Tool is a highly data driven solution. The quality of results depends on the quality of input and background data. Therefore several databases have been created to logically store and sort
the different data categories. The following schemes show the structure of the databases themselves as well as the data collection process from user perspective as well as the design and investigation of default and
proxy-data to fill gaps and make the assessment calculations operational.
DATABASE STRUCTURE

DATABASES
DATA COLLECTION

DATA CLEANING AND PREPROCESSING

Municipalities
Incorrect Data Type
Inconsistent Data Entries

National data
repositories

EERAdata DST

Inconsistent Units
Data Gaps
Duplicate Data

International data
repositories

Irrelevant Data

DATA STORAGE
OPEN RESEARCH DATA PILOT (ORDP)
- Zenodo
- Open Science Framework
- Science Data Bank

DATA COLLECTION

USER / MUNICIPALITIES

EERADATA

MUNICIPAL DATA
(statistics, etc)

LINK TO
DATABASE
DATA
COLLECTION
ONBOARDING

BUILDING STOCK
DATA

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DATA
MANUAL ENTRY
ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA

POLICY AND
REGULATION
DATA

EERAdata DST
Metadata
User data
Algorithms
Default data
Statistical data
External databases
(Weather, etc)
Implicit variables
Renovation measures
Calculation methods
Reporting
Visualisation

SCIENTIFIC DATA

MODELS AND
SIMULATIONS

STATISTICAL
DATA

EXPERIMENTAL
DATA
KNOWLEDGE
DATA
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6.

Assessment modules

The core of the EERAdata DST are the 5 assessment modules: energy demand, indoor climate assessment, life cycle assessment, socio-economic and supply side assessment. The scheme below show the interconnection between these modules with their input-and output parameters. Due to the high interconnectivity, most parameters are coded in matrix-based datasets. A detailed illustration of all modules is given in the chapters 6.1 to
6.5. More information about the algorithms and calculation methods can be found in the deliverables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
REAL BUILDING DATA

Building cubature

Building size

Building location

DEFAULT BUILDING DATA

Building energy
consumption

Heating and
Cooling system

Building
construction

Energy sources

Building materials

Building
technology

Building
components
(windows, etc)

Output

Life-Cycle-Assessment
Primary energy
consumption/
demand
Heating and
cooling energy

•Embedded energy by building
component (incl. building services)
(kWh/m3)
•GHG emissions over lifetime of
building (CO2 eq/m2year)
•Environmental impact of building
renovation, maintenance, operation
and demolition (unit?)
•Resource consumption

Life Cycle Database
- Deliverable 4.3

Embedded energy
Environmental
impact

Socio-economic
cost/ beneﬁts for €
invested in EE

LCA data

Output

Energy demand and
consumption
calculation

Output

Resource
consumption

• Energy demand (kWh/m2time) per year, 15
minutes, hour
• Primary energy consumption (kWh/m2time)
per year, 15 minutes, hour
• Heating demand (hours per year, kWh/year)
• Cooling demand (hours per year, kWh/year)
• Energy source
• CO2 Emission
• Particulate matter emission
• Energy consumption reduction through
applied renovation measures

Heating and
Cooling energy

Socio-economic
assessment

CO2 emissions
Energy sources
Primary energy

•Job creation
•Impact on GDP
•Impact on occupant health, well-being,
productivity
•Impact on outdoor air pollution
•Impact on environmental resources
•Water consumption
•Impact on poverty
•Tax returns and public budget
•CO2-emission targets
•Political goals
•Property asset values
•etc

Energy demand
and consumption
Heating and
cooling energy
and hours

Output

Supply side assessment

• Beneﬁts of renewable energy supply
side by € invested
• Sustainable supply side solutions to
feed the demand
• Centralised and decentralised solutions

CO2 emissions

Energy sources
Occupant
productivity
Health, well-being
Indoor climate

Output

Indoor Climate
Assessment

Heating and
cooling energy

Occupant data

Socio-economic
data

Terrain data

•Productivity eﬀects (%)
•Well-being eﬀects (%)
•Health eﬀects (%, Nr of sickdays)
•Monetisation of indoor climate eﬀects on
health, productivity, learning, well-beeing (€)
•Indoor air quality (IAQ/day, month, year)
•Calculated occupant behaviour data (window
opening, etc)

Regional resource
data

Municipal energy
infrastructure

Statistical
energy data

REAL MUNICIPAL DATA AND STATSTICS

Socio-economic
database
- Deliverable 4.2

Energy
generation

Heating/ cooling
degree days

Energy
baselines

Weather data

Renovation
measures

Statistical data

Economic data

EERADATA DEFAULT DATABASE
AND PARAMETER LIST

Health data

Environmental
data
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6.1

Energy demand and consumption module

The starting point for almost all calculations is the evaluation of the energy performance (heating, hot water, cooling) of the selected buildings. The energy demand and consumption of the building is assessed based on a
static calculation process and is performed before and after energy efficiency or supply side measures have been applied.

Heat Generator for Space
Heating
-- Drop Down---> Oil Boiler
-> Gas Boiler
-> Heat Pump
(Brine/Air/Water)
-> Biomass Boiler
-> Electric Heaters
-> District Heating

Heat Generator for
Domestic Hot Water
-- Drop Down---> Oil Boiler
-> Gas Boiler
-> Heat Pump
(Brine/Air/Water)
-> Biomass Boiler
-> Electric Flow Heaters
--> Gas Stoage Heaters
-> Solarthermal
-> District Heating

External Wall Surface Area

Building Height

Storey Height

Heating Load [kW]
Primary Energy Facors

Building Volume

Primary Energy Demand
[kWh]

Energy Demand and
Heating Load
Calculation Module

Final Energy Demand
[kWh]

Window Area

U-Values (External Walls,
Ground Surface, Windows,
Roof Surface)
g-Values (Windows)

Useful Energy Demand
[kWh]

Ground Surface Area

Roof Surface Area

Surface Areas (External
Walls, Ground Surface,
Windows, Roof Surface)

Output Results

Average Yearly Temperature

Lowest Temperature of the
year

Input Information
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6.2

Life Cycle assessment module

By integrating a Life Cycle Assessment, the EERAdata DST offers a complex evaluation of the buildings environmental impact, before and after the renovation. The module is directly coupled with the energy demand
module and evaluates the embedded energies and emissions of the building construction and technical components for all Life Cycle stages from manufacturing over operation to deconstruction. A benefit through building
renovation can be achieved when using renewable ressources for construction and insulation (e.g. wood and wood-fibres) as well as renewable energies for covering the heating and cooling supply.
De

For Each Life Cycle Stage
Thickness Main Construction
Material External Wall

External Wall Surface Area

Thickness Main Insulation
Material External Wall

Material Volume
Construction Material
External Wall

Material Volume Main
Insulation Material External
Wall
Global Warming Potential
[CO2-eq.]

Window Area

Average Lifespan Building

Thickness Main Construction
Material Ground Surface

Ground Surface Area

Thickness Main Insulation
Material Ground Surface

Dimensioning
Building Construction
Components

Material Volume Window
(Frame and Glass)

Material Volume
Construction Material
Ground Surface

Dimensioning
Building Construction
Components

Primary Energy Demand
from renewable ressources
[kWh]

Material Volume Main
Insulation Material Ground
Surface
Primary Energy Demand
from non-renewable
ressources
[kWh]

Thickness Main Construction
Material Roof

Roof Surface Area

Input Information

Thickness Main Insulation
Material Roof

Material Volume
Construction Material Roof

Material Volume Main
Insulation Material Roof

Same Input Information as
Energy Demand Module

Output Results LCA Module

LCADatabase

Heat Generator for Space
Heating
-- Drop Down---> Oil Boiler
-> Gas Boiler
-> Heat Pump
(Brine/Air/Water)
-> Biomass Boiler
-> Electric Heaters
-> District Heating

Heat Generator for
Domestic Hot Water
-- Drop Down---> Oil Boiler
-> Gas Boiler
-> Heat Pump
(Brine/Air/Water)
-> Biomass Boiler
-> Electric Flow Heaters
--> Gas Stoage Heaters
-> Solarthermal
-> District Heating

Same Input Information as
Energy Demand Module

For Each Life Cycle Stage

Power of Heat Generator for
Space Heating

Global Warming Potential
Power of Heat Generator for
Domestic Hot Water

Dimensioning
Technical Building
Services Components

Mass of Radiators or Floor
Heating Pipes

Heat Transfer System
--Drop Down--> Radiators
-> Floor Heating

[CO2-eq.]

LCA-Module
Technical Building
Services Components

Primary Energy Demand
from renewable ressources
[kWh]

Primary Energy Demand
from non-renewable
ressources
[kWh]

Mass of Hot Water Pipes

Output Results LCA Module

Average Lifespan Building
Volume of Hot Water Storage

Heating Load [kW]
Output from Energy Demand
Module

Input Information

For LCA Use Stage

Output Result of Energy
Demand Module
Global Warming Potential
[CO2-eq.]

Primary Energy Demand
[kWh]

LCA-Module
Use Stage

Primary Energy Demand
from renewable ressources
[kWh]

Final Energy Demand
[kWh]

Output Result of Energy
Demand Module

Input Information

Primary Energy Demand
from non-renewable
ressources
[kWh]

Output Results LCA Module
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6.3

Indoor Climate assessment module

EERAdata offers a comprehensive assessment of the social impacts of building energy efficiency. The indoor climate module evaluates the impact of
indoor climate on the occupants of a building. Based on studies in schools in Denmark, the assessment is performed via a semi-dynamic simulation
of the indoor environment. This incorporates parameters like indoor temperature, building geometry, weather and climate, or CO2 concentration. The
effects of the improvement of the indoor air quality leads to increased productivity, better health, etc. These outputs are then quantified and monetised
within the assessment.

Ventilation form
Renovation measures with
influence on the indoor
environment

Envelope properties

Building properties before
renovation

Geometry

Building properties after
renovation

Occupancy
Simulation of yearly distribution of
classroom CO2 concentration and
temperature

Occupant
behaviour

Heating and cooling energy demad

Geographical
location

Climate file

Before

Change in pupil performance
due to changed CO 2
distribution

After

Change in pupil attendance
due to changed CO 2
distribution

Change in teacher attendance
due to changed CO 2
distribution

National Average salary

Change in pupil performance
due to changed temperature
distribution

Annual growth in real wages

Discount rate
Average teacher salary

+
Work hours per day

State tax rate

Municipal tax rate

Work days per year

Time teachers spend in
upgraded classrooms

Percentage of teaching in
upgraded classrooms

Percentage of learning outside
of school

Net Present Value
- Reduced pupil absence
- Reduced teacher absence
- Higher learning performance in school
- Higher learning performance due to reduced absence
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6.4

Socio-economic assessment module

The socio-economic assessment module compiles the outputs of the previously discussed calculations into an evaluation of the socio-economic consequences and benefits of applied energy efficiency measures. Here, the
reduced primary energy consumption is linked with cost factors, emissions like particulate matter or their impact on individual health. The improvement of built quality, indoor climate and respective the health and productivity of occupants is linked with cost savings and improved well-being. The methodology is based on a Bayesian Network approach, which explains the appearance of the technical scheme below.

Building life
extension

Energy cost
savings

Energy cost
savings

Local energy costs
by energy source

Increase of asset
value factor

Asset Value pre
renovation

Increased rental
returns

Maintenance cost
reduction

Reduced
operational costs

Less sickdays of
employees

Increased public
budget

tax returns from
company proﬁt

Asset value

Increased
productivity of
employees

Increased EE
investment

Energy eﬃciency
projects per year

Reduction of
payback period

Renovation
depth

Increase in
construction
activity and proﬁt

Project size
Heating energy
consumption
[kWh / year]

Reduction of
heating energy
consumption

Cooling energy
consumption
[kWh / year]

Reduction of
Hot Water
consumption

Electricity energy
consumption
[kWh / year]

Reduction of
cooling energy
consumption

Hot water energy
consumption
[kWh / year]

Reduction of
electricity
consumption

Starting point: Renovation measures

Renovation depths
- Minor 0-30 % energy savings
- Moderate 30-60% energy savings
- Deep 60-90% energy savings
- nZEB >90% energy savings

Energy savings

Energy source for
heating

Energy source for
cooling

Improvement of
water ﬁttings and
toilets

Integration of
water reuse
facilities

Reduction of
water
consumption

Cost and impact
data

Investment cost
For renovation
measures

Indirect jobs

Direct jobs

Improvement
of indoor air
quality

Reduction of
mould and
dampness

Workforce/
Demography

Improvement
of indoor
quality

Unemployment /
Job Vacancies

Sealed area before
renovation

Improvement
Indoor climate

Location of
assessment

Biodiversity
GHG Factors per
Energy source

Improvement of
Noise

Improvement of
Light

Increase of
occupant
productivity

Increase of
Proﬁt

Improvement of
Indoor comfort

Occupant schedules

Personal control

Healthy life
expectancy

Age of occupant

Occupant pre
conditions

Occupant pre
conditions

Age of occupant

Occupant schedules

GHG CC
compensation
cost savings

Occupant
number

Respiratory
deseases

CO2 sink

Cold / Warmth
mortality

Improvement of
occupant health

Improvement of
well-being / mental
health

Disposable
income

Cardiovascular
deseases

Recreational area

GHG
Certiﬁcate
Savings

GDP of location

Staﬀ cost
(Wages, etc)

Productivity
value

Water
consumption
cost

Improvement
household
appliances

GHG Tax
Savings

Increase of wages
and disposable
income

Operational costs

Sealed area after
renovation

Reduction of
sealed surfaces

Added
infrastructure

Reduction of GHG
emissions

Number of
companies in
location

Reduced
Unemployment
expenditure

Income of workers,
planners, engineers

Water stress /
infrastructure

Energy import by
energy source

tax returns from
increased spending
(VAT)

Knowhow and
competitiveness of
companies

Complexity of
renovation /
involved trades

Evaded embedded
energy due to
reduced material
use

Primary energy
saving by energy
source

Local energy
generation

Number of
companies in
location

tax returns from
income tax

Iocal prices and
PPP

Induced jobs

Energy source for
DHW

Primary energy
factors for each
source

Reduction of
Energy import
dependency

Income of workers,
planners, engineers

Job creation

Reduction of
material and
resource use

Energy source
electricity

Local and regional
tendering

Status quo in
construction
activity and proﬁt

Energy cost savings

District heating

Reduction of
outdoor air
pollution

Energy generation
types

Reduction of Fuel
poverty

On-site energy
generation
Household income

Reduction of
Hydroﬂourocarbons
(HFC)

SYMBOLS

BENEFIT NODES

Reduction of
Particulate matter
load

Reduction of Toxic
dust

Reduction of
Health
expenditure

Occupants per
household

Building utilities/
Appliances

Reduction
sick days

COLOURS

QUANTIFIED
OUTPUT

PARAMETER NODES

ENERGY

ENVIRONMENT

SOCIAL

ECONOMY
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6.5

Supply-side assessment module

The assessment of supply side measures represents the counterpart to the previously discussed modules. It evaluates the benefits induced by investing in supply side solutions like district heating, on-site photovoltaics,
renewable energies, etc., instead of investing in energy efficiency. The results can then be compared to each other and determine the potential of each investment stream. This output is used to evaluate the operationalisation of the energy efficiency first principle.
FINAL ENERGY DEMAND (ELECTRICITY)

Electrical energy consumption
ﬂoat [MWh/a]
INPUT: ENERGY DEMAND MODULE

PEF electricity (EU wide):
χPEF_def = 2,5 (default value);
χPEF_re1 = 2,0 (default value);
χPEF_re2 = 2,3 (default value);

Qee_Gr

Electrical energy consumption
ﬂoat [MWh/a]
INPUT: ENERGY USE BENCHMARK

Qee_Os

Electrical energy
from grid
ﬂoat [MWh/a]

Electrical power grid loses:
ηTD_loss_DE = 4,46 [%]
ηTD_loss_DK = 4,48 [%]
ηTD_loss_SI = 3,75 [%]
ηTD_loss_ES = 8,93 [%]

OUTPUT 1
Primary energy consumption
baseline BR
- generic EU level [MWh]

OUTPUT 1a
Primary energy consumption
baseline AR
- generic EU level [MWh]

QPRI_PEF_ee = χPEF_def * Qee_Gr [MWh]
QPRI_PEF1e = χPEF_re1 * Qee_Gr [MWh]
QPRI_PEF2e = χPEF_re2 * Qee_Gr [MWh]

DATAEmission_factors_
grid

Non-combustible RES
1. Qprim_EEsolarPV_o = Qee_Os_PV * 1,08 [MWh]
2. ,3. Qprim_EEwind_o = Qee_Os_VAWT + Qee_Os_HAWT * 1,03 [MWh]
ENERGY SOURCE
Non-combustible RES
1. Solar photovoltaics (Qee_Os_PV)
2. Vertical axis wind turbine (Qee_Os_VAWT)
3. Horizontal axis wind turbine (Qee_Os_HAWT)
Combustible RES
4. Cogeneration of heat and power with solid primary biofuels
(Qee_Os_CHP_spb)
5. Cogeneration of heat and power with biogas and hydrogen
(Qee_Os_CHP_bnh)
Combustible fossil fuels
6. Cogeneration of heat and power with natural gas
(Qee_Os_CHP_natgas)

OUTPUT 2a
Standard/LCA emissions
baseline AR
- country speciﬁc [t]

QeeT_coal = Qee_GL_i * genSolidFF_i [MWh]
QeeT_natGas = Qee_GL_i * genNatGas_i [MWh]
QeeT_oil = Qee_GL_i * genOil_i [MWh]
QeeT_Rwaste = Qee_GL_i * genRwaste_i [MWh]
QeeT_NRwaste = Qee_GL_i * genNRwaste_i [MWh]
QeeT_nuclear = Qee_GL_i * genNuclear_ [MWh]
QeeT_CF = Qee_GL_i * gen_CF_i [MWh]
QeeT_hydro = Qee_GL_i * genHydro_i [MWh]
QeeT_geothermal = Qee_GL_i * genGeoT_i [MWh]
QeeT_wind = Qee_GL_i * genWind_i [MWh]
QeeT_solarThermal = Qee_GL_i * genSolarT_i [MWh]
QeeT_solarPV = Qee_GL_i * genSolarPV_i [MWh]
QeeT_solidBio= Qee_GL_i * genSolidBiofuels_i [MWh]
QeeT_biogas = Qee_GL_i * genBioGas_i [MWh]

m_coal = [t]
m_uranium = [t]
m_solidBiofuels = [t]
v_oil = [m3]
v_natgas = [Nm3]
v_biogas = [Nm3]
etc.

emGrid _ST= QeeA * emissionGrid_ST_i [t CO2 eqv]
emGrid _LCA= QeeA * emissionGrid_LCA_i [t CO2 eqv]
i = country: `DE`, `DK`, `ES`, `SI`, `PL`;

Qee_GL_DE= Qee_Gr*(1+ ηTD_loss_DE) [MWh]
Qee_GL_DK = Qee_Gr*(1+ ηTD_loss_DK) [MWh]
Qee_GL_SI = Qee_Gr*(1+ ηTD_loss_SI) [MWh]
Qee_GL_ES = Qee_Gr*(1+ ηTD_loss_ES) [MWh]

Electrical energy
from on-site
Float [MWh]

OUTPUT 2
Standard/LCA emissions
baseline BR
- country speciﬁc [t]

Combustible RES/fossil fuels

4. Qprim_EEchp_o = Qee_Os_CHP_spb /η_CHPspb_e
m_solidBiofuels_CHP_e = Qprim_EEchp_o / Hsbf_i
η_CHPspb_e = 30% (default)
Hsbf_i = [4,8 kWh/kg] (default - wood pellets)

DATAElectricity_generat
ion_source

n = source; i = country

DATABenchmark_conv
ersion_eﬃciencies

OUTPUT 5
Use of energy resources for
electricity supply BR
– country speciﬁc [t]

OUTPUT 5a
Use of energy resources for
electricity supply AR
– country speciﬁc [t]

DATA_caloriﬁc_
values
Qprim_EEcoal = QeeT_coal / η_coalPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_EEnatGas = QeeT_natgas / η_natgasPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_EEoil = QeeT_oil / η_oilPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_EEnuclear = QeeT_ nuclear / η_nuclearPower_AVG [MWh]
Qprim_EEsolidBio= QeeT_ solidBio / η_SolidBioPower_AVG [MWh]
Qprim_EEhydro = QeeT_hydro * η_Hydro_AVG [MWh]; 1,06 (default)
Qprim_EEgeothermal = QeeT_geothermal * 1,01 [MWh]
Qprim_EEwind = QeeT_wind * 1,03 [MWh]
Qprim_EEsolarT [MWh] = QeeT_solarThermal * 1 [MWh]
Qprim_EEsolarPV = QeeT_solarPV * 1,08 [MWh]
Qprim_EEbiogas = QeeT_biogas * 1 [MWh]
Qprim_EERwaste = QeeT_Rwaste * 1[MWh]
Qprim_EENRwaste = QeeT_NRwaste / 0,35 [MWh]

OUTPUT 3
Primary energy consumption
baseline for sources BR
- detailed view [MWh]

n = source (coal, natgas, oil, hydro, geothermal, wind, solarThermal,
solarPV, solidBiofuels, biogas, Rwaste, NRwaste, nuclear

OUTPUT 3a
Primary energy consumption
baseline for sources AR
- detailed view [MWh]

n = source; i = country

7. Other
5.,6. Qprim_EEchp_o = Qee_Os_CHP_bnh /η_CHPbnh_e
v_solidBiofuels_CHP_e = Qprim_EEchp_o / Hsbf_i * (1/3600)*10^3
η_CHPbnh_e = 30% (default)
Hsbf_i = [14,5 kWh/kg] (default - natural gas)

RENOVATION MEASURE
Electrical energy supply

i = source (pellets, wood chips, biogas, other
Qee_Gr_AR = Qee_Gr - Q_RES_i
Qee_Os_AR = Qee_Os - Q_RES_i

7. Other (user input)

RENOVATION MEASURE
Heating energy supply

Qhe_Gr_AR = Qhe_Gr - Q_RES_i
Qhe_Os_AR = Qhe_Os - Q_RES_i

FINAL ENERGY DEMAND (HEAT)

Heating energy consumption
ﬂoat [MWh/a]
INPUT: ENERGY DEMAND MODULE

District heating grid loses:
ηDH_loss_min = 5 [%]
ηDH_loss_mid = 10 [%]
ηDH_loss_max = 15 [%]

Qhe_Gr

Heating energy consumption
ﬂoat [MWh/a]
INPUT: ENERGY USE BENCHMARK

Qhe_Os

Heat energy
from grid
Float [MWh]

Heat energy
fro on-site
Float [kWh]

ENERGY SOURCE
Non-combustible RES
Solar thermal
Combustible RES
Solid primary biofuels
Biogas
Combustible fossil fuels
Heating oil
Natural gas
Coal
Non-renewable waste

EmissionEECoal_ST = Qprim_EEcoal * emissionCoal_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEENatgas_ST = Qprim_EEnatGas * emissionNatGas_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEOil_ST = Qprim_EEOil * emissionOil_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEENuclear_ST = 0; emissionGridNuclear_LCA = 0 [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEESolidBio_ST = Qprim_EESolidBio * emissionPSBiofuels_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEHydro_ST = 0;
EmissionEEGeoT_ST = 0;
EmissionEEWind_ST = 0;
EmissionEESolarT_ST = 0;
EmissionEEBiogas_ST = Qprim_EEbiogas * emissionBiogas_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEESolarPV_ST = 0;
EmissionEERwaste_ST = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEERwaste_ST = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEECoal_LCA = Qprim_EEcoal * emissionCoal_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEENatgas_LCA = Qprim_EEnatGas * emissionNatGas_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEOil_LCA = Qprim_EEOil * emissionOil_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEESolidBio_LCA = Qprim_EESolidBio * emissionPSBiofuels_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEHydro_LCA = Qprim_EEhydro * emissionHydro_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEGeoT_LCA = Qprim_EEgeothermal * emissionGeot_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEWind_LCA = Qprim_EEwind * emissionWind_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEESolarT_LCA = Qprim_EEsolarT * emissionSolarT_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEESolarPV_LCA = Qprim_EEsolarPV * emissionSolarPV_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEBiogas_LCA = Qprim_EEbiogas * emissionBiogas_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEERwaste_LCA = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEGridRwaste_LCA = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
n = source; i = country

Qprim_HEcoal = Qhe_Gr_coal / ηh_coalPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_HEnatGas = Qhe_Gr_natgas / ηh_natgasPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_HEoil = Qhe_Gr_oil / ηh_oilPower_i [MWh]
Qprim_HEsolidBio= Qhe_Gr_ solidBio / ηh_SolidBioPower_AVG [MWh]
Qprim_HEgeothermal = Qhe_Gr_geothermal * 1 [MWh]
Qprim_HEsolarT [MWh] = Qhe_Gr_solarThermal * 1 [MWh]
Qprim_EEbiogas = Qhe_Gr_biogas * 1 [MWh]
Qprim_EERwaste = Qhe_Gr_Rwaste * 1[MWh]
Qprim_EENRwaste = Qhe_Gr_NRwaste *1 [MWh]

OUTPUT 4
Standard/LCA emissions from
electrical energy consumption BR
- country speciﬁc [t]

OUTPUT 4a
Standard/LCA emissions from
electrical energy consumption AR
- country speciﬁc [t]

OUTPUT 6
Primary energy consumption
baseline for sources BR
- detailed view [MWh]

n = source (coal, natgas, oil, geothermal, solarThermal, solidBiofuels,
biogas, Rwaste, NRwaste, nuclear

OUTPUT 6a
Primary energy consumption
baseline for sources AR
- detailed view [MWh]

n = source; i = country

Other

ENERGY SOURCE
Heat-pump (considered as electrical energy consumption from grid)
Qee_HP = Pnom_HP * to_a [MWh]

EmissionHECoal_ST = Qprim_EEcoal * emissionCoal_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHENatgas_ST = Qprim_EEnatGas * emissionNatGas_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHEOil_ST = Qprim_EEOil * emissionOil_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHESolidBio_ST = Qprim_EESolidBio * emissionPSBiofuels_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHEGeoT_ST = 0;
EmissionHESolarT_ST = 0;
EmissionHEBiogas_ST = Qprim_EEbiogas * emissionBiogas_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHERwaste_ST = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHENRwaste_ST = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_ST [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHECoal_LCA = Qprim_EEcoal * emissionCoal_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHENatgas_LCA = Qprim_EEnatGas * emissionNatGas_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHEOil_LCA = Qprim_EEOil * emissionOil_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHESolidBio_LCA = Qprim_EESolidBio * emissionPSBiofuels_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHEGeoT_LCA = Qprim_EEgeothermal * emissionGeot_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionHESolarT_LCA = Qprim_EEsolarT * emissionSolarT_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEEBiogas_LCA = Qprim_EEbiogas * emissionBiogas_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEERwaste_LCA = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionRwaste_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
EmissionEENRwaste_LCA = Qprim_EERwaste * emissionNRwaste_LCA [t CO2 eqv]
i = country

OUTPUT 7
Standard/LCA emissions from
heating energy consumption BR
- country speciﬁc [t]

OUTPUT 7a
Standard/LCA emissions from
heating energy consumption AR
- country speciﬁc [t]
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7

Results and Visualisation

The results and visualization module of the EERAdata DST comprises all results of the previously discussed models. The user can choose between the different results categories and combine the ones, which are needed
for the evaluation report. All evaluated impacts of the energy efficiency and supply side interventions can be compared to the status quo of the selected buildings. The tool will then show bar-charts or export an excel file
with detailed information to all output parameters. The data will be exported as georeferenced datasets which can be integrated in municipal or regional geo-information systems (GIS) or cadastres. An implementation into
3D city models can be one implementation method.

VISUALISATION

RESULTS

STATUS QUO

- Current status of building
- Current energy consumption
- Current indoor climate
- Current energy system
- etc.

BAR CHARTS
Export as normal user
With explanations
Combine for reporting
Direct export

CURRENT BASELINE

RESULTS

Energy demand
calculation

ASSESSED
BUILDING #1

RESULTS
LIFE CYCLE
ASSESSMENT

ASSESSED
BUILDING #2

ASSESSED
BUILDING #3

- Energy consumption
- Energy demand
- CO2 emissions
- Energy sources

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
BENEFITS

- Productivity eﬀects
- Well-being eﬀects
- Health eﬀects
- Improved indoor climate
- Monetisation of indoor climate
improvement

RESULTS
SOCIO-ECONOMIC
ASSESSMENT

EXCEL TABLES

Export as expert user
Building speciﬁc results
Further processing
Georeferenced for GIS Visualisation

- Environmental impact
- Embedded energy
- CO2 emissions
- GWP Potential
- LCA of building technology

RESULTS
INDOOR CLIMATE
ASSESSMENT

VS.

- Cost / beneﬁt assessment
- Quantiﬁcation and monetisation
- Social beneﬁts (individual health,
well-being, income, poverty)
- Economic beneﬁts (job creation,
income, asset values, public budget)
- Environmental beneﬁts (resources,
reduced pollution, emissions)

EEfP FACTOR

VS.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
BENEFITS
SUPPLY SIDE BENEFITS

GEOREFERENCED VISUALISATION
Potential Integration of information
in cadastre or 3d City model

RESULTS
SUPPLY SIDE
ASSESSMENT

- Supply side beneﬁts
- Socio-economic beneﬁts
- Energy system beneﬁts
- Cost / beneﬁt assessment

SUPPLY SIDE
BENEFITS
Source: 3dCityDB TUM
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8

Interface structure and tool architecture

The last technical scheme in this report shows the connection between the user interface of the EERAdata DST and the underlying program structure. It shows the different navigation points and the backend application
logic. A detailed report about these elements is to find in the deliverables D5.1 – D5.4.

FRONTEND - GRAPHICS USER INTERFACE

PROJECTS

BUILDINGS

PARAMETRES

* list of projects
* create/delete project
* edit project
- edit project details
- assign buildings
- assign calculation items
- create options and assign
renovation measures
- display results, plot results

* list buildings
* import/export buildings
* create/delete building
*edit building:
- edit building details
- assign building properties
- assign building purposes
- view related projects

* properties
(incl. import/export)
* caluclation outputs
* calculation output types
* locations
* purposes
* calculation items
* calculation types
* renovation measures

PROCESSING

ADMIN

* list of calculation items
* edit calculation item:
- edit details
- input properties
- output variables
- related projects

* roles
- create/delete role
- edit role details
- assigned users
* users
- create/delete user
- edit user details
- assigned roles
* logs

USER

HELP

* change password

* view help

CONTACT
* send message

BACKEND - APPLICATION LOGIC
IMPORT
FILE (XLS)
DATA
VALIDATION
FILE (XLS)

IMPORT DATA
INTERFACE

DATA IMPORT
VALIDATION

CALCULATION LIBRARY
DATA
ESTIMATION
MODULE

energy
demand
assessment

life cycle
assessment

indoor
climate
assessment

socioeconomic
assessment

supply-side
assessment

APPLICATION
ADMINISTRATION
MODULE

CENTRAL
DATABASE
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